
The NEW Money Tree The #1 secret all millionaires use to 
attain ridiculous amounts of success!

Research has proven that when it comes to communicating our message there are 
four fundamental steps all human beings make: First, we have an "Intention", 
next our "Body Language" begins to match that intention. Soon, within 
seconds, arrives "Thought", which eventually may be proceeded by "Words". 
So ask yourself, "What is my intention?"

(Adapted from You Can’t Lie to Me)

Visit www.lyintamer.com and www.bodylanguageinstitute.com today!
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 True intent can spill over into all aspects of your life--and the life of the people who cross your path. Many 
people who are looking to improve their communication skills skip the most important step: Setting a positive 
and authentic intent--such as success, love, truth. Instead, they set a negative intent, such as “I hope I don’t 
appear nervous.” Or  “The next guy better not be a cheater!” Or “I hope people don’t think I’m a liar!”

And when they focus on what they don’t want to happen, it’s as if their 
ability to communicate and connect with other people just deflates. We’ve 
seen it happen: it’s clearly possible to have a super polished speech 
(hello, Tiger Woods), armed with some pretty confident gestures, and 
people still won’t buy it.  That’s because the “Intent” is to fool us to 
believe one thing-that you are worthy of authentic, real, honest 
relationships-when you don’t believe it’s true. To help you get 
started, here is a short list of some positive intentions you can 
choose. I love to choose two or three at a time.  Some of 

my favorite combos include, “Success, Opportunity, and 
Abundance”; “Joy and Serenity - no matter what”; 

and “Love, Forgiveness, and Trust”:

Circle between 1 to 3 intents above, or create your own, and then 
kick it up a notch by adding the word “ridiculous” in front of it!  For 
example, “My intent is ridiculous amounts of love, loyalty, and laughter 
for myself and all the people I love!” or “My intent is for ridiculous 
amounts of joy and serenity - no matter what!” or “My intent is for 
ridiculous amounts of love, forgiveness, and courage.”

Abundance                         
Acceptance             
Action       
Ambition         
Assertive       
Attentive       
Authenticity          
Balance         
Beauty                         
Caring     
Clarity                        
Centered     
Commitment             
Compassion 

Confidence             
Courage             
Creative             
Disciplined          
Enthusiasm           
Excellence                         
Flexibility             
Friendliness             
Forgiveness             
Generosity            
Gentleness                          
Happiness      
Harmony      
Health     

Honesty              
Honor                         
Humility            
Imagination      
Insight     
Integrity            
Joy                         
Justice                         
Kindness             
Laughter          
Love                         
Loyalty            
Magic 
Mindfulness       

Moderation             
Modesty             
Opportunity       
Organized     
Patience             
Peace            
Playfulness      
Positive       
Power          
Prosperity              
Reliability                         
Respect  
Risk-Taker       
Serenity              

Service                        
Spirituality        
Strength            
Success                         
Tact 
Thankful 
Tolerance 
Trust 
Truthfulness 
Understanding      
Wellness        
Wisdom
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